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My Professional Evolution 
(abridged version) 

Computer Science 
 Mechanical simulation 

 Biomolecular simulation 
Learn some biology 
 WTF!!?? 



Outrage outline 

1. Exercise 
2. Regeneration 
3. Aging 
4. Death 
5. Babies 



Outrage #1: Exercise 



Exercise: conventional 
wisdom 

•  It’s good for you 
• U.S. RDA: 

– 1 hour per day, cardio+weights (US Dept. Health & 
Human Services, 2005) 

– That’s 9 work weeks / year! 
•  If you were a better person, you’d do 

more of it 
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Your reward 
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The Governator 



The well-exercised bridge 
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Tacoma 
Narrows 
1940 



Exercise causes damage 
• Damage recognizable molecules 
•  These activate Notch receptor  
• Notch activates satellite cells 
•  Satellites proliferate, migrate, 

differentiate 
• Re-run embryonic myogenesis program 
• Does this require exercise? 
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Wagers & Conboy, Cell 122 (2005) 



Muscles via mutation 
•  - myostatin mutation 
•  + follistatin 

Superboy, 
age 7 mos 

Belgian blue 



Cardio health via bioengineering 

•  Supermouse by Richard Hanson, 
Case Western 2007 

•  Overexpress PEPCK-C 
–  Humans have it too 

•  “Like Lance Armstrong” 
•  Run for 5 hours 
•  No lactic acid buildup 
•  10x more active  
•  Live longer, healthier 
•  Has more sex (with Sheryl 

Crow?) 

Hakimi & Hanson, J. Biol. 
Chem. 282 (2007) 



Exercise is not good for you 

• Notch signaling of muscle satellite cells, 
or myostatin suppression is good! 

•  PEPCK-C upregulation is good for you! 
•  Sherm’s RDA: 0 hours a day (but take 

your pills) 
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Outrage #2: Regeneration 



Flatworms do it; we don’t 
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•  Well, it’s a simple organism and we’re 
not 

•  Roughly 1/3 genome size 
•  So dumb it can grow a new head! 



Newts do it too 
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•  Newt can regenerate almost anything — 
e.g. limbs, heart, retina 

•  Is this vertebrate a simple organism?  
•  (Genome ~3X human) 



And humans can do it some 
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•  E.g.: Liver, skin, bones, muscles 
•  Human embryos don’t scar up to 

6 mos gestation (H-G. Simon, 
Northwestern) 

•  But, adults can’t even regrow a 
finger 

•  Why not? What’s 
a newt got that we  
haven’t? 



Answer: nothing! 
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•  Newt algorithm: detect damage signals (nAG) 1; de-
differentiate; regrow with embryonic program 
–  About the same as muscle growth 

•  “newt limb regeneration and mammalian tissue repair 
share common cellular and molecular programs” 2 

•  “regeneration is something lost by some species rather 
than gained by others” 3 

•  We can’t regenerate because: 
–  Math worked out better for scarring a few M-years back 
–  And evolution doesn’t care. 

1 Kumar,A;Brockes,JP, Science 318 (2007) 
2 J.Morrison, J.CellBio 172(3) 2006. 
3 K.Poss, Duke Health 2006 



Outrage #3: Aging 



Lipofuscin 

•  Indigestible, autofluorescent gunk 
•  Accumulates in aging cells until toxic 
•  “The time-dependent in vivo deposition of 

lipofuscin … is the most consistent … 
morphological change of ageing.” (Matt Sheehy, U. 
Leicester) 



So … why don’t graveyards glow 
in the dark? 



Rhodococcus 
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•  Harmless soil bacterium 
•  Thousands of catabolic genes, specific for a vast range 

of carbon-energy sources 
•  9 Mbp genome (<< 1% of human) 

 Aliphatic, halogenated 
hydrocarbons, halogenated 
aromatics (pentachlorophenol), 
BTEX, PAH, Nitroaromatics, 
Lignin-related, alkoxy 
aromatics, terephthalates, 
heteroaromatics, steroids, 
dioxane, tetrahydrofuran, ... 



Rhodococcus thrives on 
lipofuscin 

John Archer, 
Cambridge 

www.gen.cam.ac.
uk/Research/
archer.htm 

•  All you need is the right enzyme 
•  Wasn’t worth evolution’s trouble for us 
•  Better solution: let us die and have rhodococcus 

recycle! 
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“Humans: not worth the 
bother” – Mother Nature 



Outrage #4: Death 



Lifespan 

70 years 
Heart rate: 30bpm 

3 years 
5-600bpm 

•  Roughly constant wear and tear? (“rate of 
living theory”) 

•  Humans doing well on this scale 



Lifespan 

House sparrow 
23 years, 350-600bpm 

Birds are different? 

Little brown bat 
30 years, 5-700bpm 

Mouse w/wings – now what? 



Lifespan – a better theory 

• Determined by rate of predation 
•  Just math: maximize(#animals) 

– Make lots of babies quick, or 
– Invest in a proven successful reproducer 

•  Lifespan is surprisingly malleable 
•  See Steve Austad, Why We Age. 
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How far does this go? 
Rougheye rockfish, 
> 200 years 

Midland 
painted turtle, 
forever? 

JD Congdon, Exp. 
Gerontology 38(7), 
2003 

Bowhead 
whale 
> 210 years 

20m, 50000kg 

(tongue 1000kg!) 

1000X #human cells, eats >500kg/day 
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Humans 

•  60B humans, 90% dead 
– None lived past 122 
– 90 years if you’re lucky 

• Not even close to the limit 
•  That’s outrageous! 
• We deserve better than turtles. 

Jeanne Calment 
1875-1997 



Outrage #5: Babies 



Babies 
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Us:     37 ish 

Them: 3 & 5 ish 



How do old people make 
young babies? 

• Germ line cells are replicatively immortal 
•  Yet not prone to cancer 
•  Actively cleaned up 

– Segregate bad mitochondria, lipofuscin 
– Re-methylate, etc. 

•  An unbroken chain 1B years old 
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Review: Lepperdinger, 
Gerontology 55 (2009)  



Outrageous conclusion 

• Why are babies born young? 
– Required for gene propagation 

•  And why do we age and die? 
– Math worked out better that way 
– And evolution doesn’t care! 

•  Immortality? No problem, when 
convenient. 
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So — fix these outrages! 

•  There are no fundamental impediments 
– Might be a few rough spots 

• Mindless evolution has solutions 
– When the arithmetic works out 
– Many are latent in humans already 

•  If you had fixed these earlier … 
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Prof. Cyrus Levinthal 
1922–1990 

Photo c. 1975 courtesy of 
Françoise Levinthal 

 … you could 
have been 
listening to 
him instead of 
me! 
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“I do not fear death. I had been dead 
for billions of years before I was 
born, and had not suffered the 
slightest inconvenience from it.” 

    — Mark Twain, DWG 
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“I still think it’s a bad idea.” 
    — Sherm, NQDYWG 


